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Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Results-oriented Order Puller/lead with over 15 years experience, well-versed in warehouse 
operations. Reliable, hardworking, individual that can manage confidential information or anything
that may require a server security clearance. Proficient in forklift operation, handheld computer, 
shipping and receiving, parts and stocking. Skilled at working quickly, correctly and efficiently to 
complete all tasks. Excellent leadership and management skills with the ability to prioritize and 
meet company goals.

SKILLS

Standing Forklift, Sitting Forklift, Electric Pallet Jack, Manual Pallet Jack, Pallet Stacker, Stock 
Picker, Slip-Lift/Clamp, Scissor Lift, Long Jack, Double Long Jack, Baler, Compactor.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Order Puller/lead
ABC Corporation  2004 – 2015 
 Safely operated forklift and/or other machinery in order to complete tasks such as loading, 

unloading, sorting, staging, and transporting products.
 Worked cooperatively and productively with supervisors and other associates in order to 

complete tasks.
 Arranged cartons on pallets keeping in mind size, weight, height, etc.
 Assisted with product returns, including product inspection, restock/re-inventory, disposal, etc.
 Maintained inventory controls by collecting stock location orders, printing request, recording 

amounts of materials or items received or distributed through a computer.
 Assisted in the counting of physical inventory per company and branch procedures.
 Prepared packages for shipment via UPS/FedEx and common motor freight carrier.

Order Puller
ABC Corporation  2001 – 2004 
 Loaded trucks keeping in mind cubic weight, size and characteristics (i.e., easily crushable,) in

mind.
 Worked productively (i.e., receiving products, picking products, etc.) with little supervision.
 Provided and inspired outstanding service to customers (i.e., stores, etc.) by maintaining 

attention to detail and completing assigned work in a timely manner.
 Maintained the condition of Distribution Center and/or warehouse work area.
 Supported delivery activities including inspecting and preparing merchandise and loads for 

delivery, unloading, installing, and checking appliances and store equipment.
 Provided excellent customer service by greeting customers and assisting customers in 

locating, selecting, demonstrating, and loading of merchandise.
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your current role. In 

case if you dont need it you can delete it.

EDUCATION

High School Diploma - 2000 (Martin County High School Stuart - Stuart, FL)Business - (Oklahoma 
Wesleyan University - Bartlesville, OK)
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